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WINNING  
ARTWORKS
Congratulations to Steven, from Shotts, for his winning  
visual entry. After much thought and consideration the  
judgeschose his piece ‘My lovely Kia’ for it’s bold style,  
use of colour and the way he captured the character  
of the dog.

Congratulations also to Andrew, from Glenochil,  
who impressed the judges with his short story  
‘A long time ago’. Andrew’s piece was well  
written and evoked warm childhood memories  
and a nostalgia for things long past.

ISSUE  
NUMBERFOUR

When we accept that almost anything has the potential to be 
art, the subject of what makes good art becomes even harder 
to fathom out; the real issue is that art is subjective. It comes 
down to taste and what we personally want to get from a piece. 
Recently there was an interesting ‘debate’ with some of the 
guys in the Art Class here at Shotts; the subject of which was 
the Abstract Expressionist painter Mark Rothko. The majority  
of the comments were like “it’s just rectangles of colour”,  
“a kid could do that”, “that’s not art” and “it’s shit”. It’s fair  
to say that the guys thought Rothko had made ‘bad art’;  
they wanted to see artists produce realistic representations  
of our world, tangible things that highlighted the artist’s  
ability to draw accurately.

This is fine, wanting to view realistic paintings and appreciating 
the accurate representation of the world is a valid reason to  
like a piece of art, but it doesn’t mean that Rothko produced 
‘bad art’, it simply means you don’t like it. Rothko was never 
interested in representing the real world; he was interested in 
emotions and things that can’t be quantified. You need to judge 
his work based on what he was intending to achieve. The works 
are so large that you can’t see anything else when you are 
stood in front of them, the colours vibrate against each other 
and you find that your mood is altered. You are having an 
emotional response to Rothko’s ‘voids’ and this is why his 
paintings are a success and it could be argued that he was  
an artistic genius.

One of the  
things we’ve  

really enjoyed  
about being on the 

STIR editorial team  
is getting to read all  

the feedback we receive 
about the magazine,  

both positive and negative. 
A couple of comments  

crop up over and over again, 
and one in particular spurred 

us on to write this article.  
The statement that people  

would like to submit work  
but don’t think that they are  

good enough. 

Welcome to another fantastic issue 
of STIR, the only Scottish creative 
arts magazine for prisoners,  
by prisoners.

It is more interesting and fun than the  
usual doom and gloom of prison papers.

All art evokes emotions sometimes
good, sometimes bad.

A communist left wing magazine.

I like the real stories that are told  
by real people.

It has inspired me to start  
writting poems.

It is good that there is a magazine that allows  
Scottish prisoners to display their talents.

I find STIR to be rather self indulgent,  
appealing to a minority of prison pop.

Could do with more of this kind of work to  
show others what can be achieved. Excellent.

COMMENT 
CARDS

MY KID 
COULD  
DO BETTER  
THAN THAT>
The concept of ‘Art’ is a tricky one  
and changes with time and place;  
cave paintings, chapel ceilings, canvases,   
the sides of subway trains, unmade beds 
and urinals have all been called art at  
one time or another and I happen to 
believe that they all are. They are all 
vastly different and have taken different 
lengths of time, effort and skill to 
produce, but they all share one thing in 
common; they have been made by artists. 
This is the key; it’s the artist and the 
thought processes they go through  
that create a work of art.

Perhaps we need to understand what the artist is trying to say, 
and do, before making a judgement on a work. There is a 
tendency for us to get hung up on the technical skill of an 
artist; we only rate people who have taken the time to 
represent something like a photograph. We jump on things  
that seem inaccurately drawn, thinking, “this guy can’t draw” 
rather than, “what’s this guy saying here?” We don’t have  
these issues when we look at a cartoon or comic strip;  
nobody questions Bart Simpson’s rather bizarre face or  
Mickey Mouse wearing shorts, so why do we worry so  
much about it with other kinds of art?

It is the job of an artist to tell the viewer how they see the 
world and what interests them. History has shown us that this 
can be done in numerous ways and using varying methods. 
Perhaps all artworks succeed, or fail depending on how  
well the artist articulates these ideas.

The American artist Jean-Michel Basquiat created jumbled 
pictures full of scrawled stickmen, text, corporate logos  
and brash colours. His drawing is inaccurate and childlike,  
yet the application of paint and the way he balanced 
compositions make his works fizz with excitement. 

We can see Basquiat exploring ideas of identity and spirituality 
through his paintings; he uses jokes and references modern 
society in a form of visual hip hop. His work isn’t about 
recreating the world as it looks; it goes deeper than this, 
perhaps in the way that a particular piece of music might  
take your mind on a journey.

It’s clear to see that we have two separate issues here; we need 
to separate the concept of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ art from what we 
like and dislike. Our personal tastes will always be present and 
are formed from a multitude of experiences we’ve all had, but 
we shouldn’t let them close us off from trying to experience 
different ideas and styles in art. Art History shows us that how 
an artist chooses to represent their ideas is as varied as a bag 
of pick and mix sweets; a Cola Bottle is just as valid as a 
marshmallow ‘Flump’. We prisoners have life experiences and 
stories that are worth talking about and, through our art and 
writing classes, we can start doing this. Let’s make art our own 
way and get our message out there. If we do this right, nobody 
can call our work ‘bad art’.

Benno Shotts

TO A TATTIE SCONE
Soft and hot wi plenty a butter,

O, you melt in ma mooth withoot an utter.
Chewy and rich aroon ma gub,

The tattie scone is right gid grub,
The taste is lovely,

oh my god!

James Low Moss

NUMBER 14
Mark Rothko
Oil on Canvas

UNTITLED
Anon Low Moss

?

1 TIGER
Adele Cornton Vale

Oil on Canvas

For Issue Four the response has been outstanding. We were overwhelmed 
with the quality and quantity of work submitted and for the first time ever 
the volume of written work has far exceeded that of the visual entries.  
We are so impressed by these submissions that we are currently in 
negotiations to possibly add another four pages to the magazine!  
So we would love you to keep submitting your work and making  
this magazine better. With this in mind, congratulations are due  
to Steven from Shotts for his winning visual entry and Andrew  
from Glenochil for his winning text submission. 

The STIR editorial team thought food would be a great subject  
to have as a theme for Issue Four. We had hoped that you  
would tell us about your experiences with food: your likes and 
dislikes, your favourites and cravings and the things you miss 
(not being able to have). There was no shortage of great 
work for us to pick from and this is reflected in the quality 
of the magazine. So, as far as everybody involved in  
the magazine is concerned, you have exceeded our 
expectations.

While we’re on the subject of food, some readers  
have been complaining that as well as causing a  
stir your favourite creative magazine is also proving  
to be a bit, well Abraham Lincoln. So we thought  
we’d share with you the reason why these pages 
are so damned fragrant: STIR is proud to be  
the only Scottish magazine printed using 
vegetable-based inks. And that’s not all folks; 
this mag is 100% recyclable and totally 
biodegradable as well as being made by the 
only carbon-neutral printer in the country! 

After much thought and consideration, the editorial team decided  
that the theme for Issue Five will be urban art. Urban art was born in 

the 1970’s from graffiti art in New York. Taking inspiration from street 
culture and hip-hop music it usually makes comment on social/political 

issues in a humorous graphic style. Artists include Banksy, Keith Haring, 
D*Face, Adam Neate and Fist. We feel that this is a very strong theme 

and will make for an exciting issue. In turn, we hope that the volume 
and quality of work submitted for the urban art issue will be as great  

as the work submitted for this one. We have no doubt it will be and 
cannot wait to see or read about your own take or experiences on  

this subject.

The editorial team will endeavour to include as much of your work  
as possible in each issue but with so many high quality pieces this is 

never easy. Don’t despair if your piece isn’t in this issue, as all work is 
kept and may be included in a future issue. There is no limit to the 

number of pieces you can submit for any issue so keep sending us your 
work via your local learning centre. Finally, always remember that STIR 

is your magazine, without you, it wouldn’t be possible.

Edited by Alex, Dean, Iain and Jok
Shotts

The views expressed in STIR are not those  
of the Scottish Prison Service.

2 CHOICE
Gordon Dumfries

Watercolour

3 THE PERPETUAL 
MOTION OF REASON
Albert Barlinnie

Watercolour

4 ROBERT BURNS 
PORTRAIT
Peter Low Moss

Oil on Canvas
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What makes cuisine so controversial and what is our fascination 
with fare? From the earliest roots of Christianity we find food 
deeply entrenched in the Last Supper. Jesus symbolises bread 
with his body and wine as his blood; something still enacted 
today as people take communion in churches around the world.  
It is unlikely that people give much thought to the cannibalistic
undertone embedded in this ritual, famously visualised by 
Leonardo da Vinci in one of his most legendary works,  
The Last Supper.

For Pablo Picasso this sacramental ceremony also influenced 
his work greatly. ‘The Blind Man’s Meal’ depicts an old destitute 
blind man eating a small piece of bread whilst his other hand 
desperately gropes for a glass of wine. Not only does this 
symbolise Christ’s act but it makes a statement on human 
suffering, dejection and despair.

But food lies not only in the realms of darkness.  
Edwin Morgan writes: ‘Tap me with your finger, rub me with 
your sleeve,’ in his poem ‘The Apple’s Song.’ Morgan erotically 
peels away layers from this unassuming fruit to incite a 
yearning in his readers. As does Seamus Heaney when he 
sensually separates the simple shell in his poem ‘Oysters.’

Musicians too bring food into their lyrics. In ‘Savoy Truffle’ the 
Beatles make us salivate at the possibility of ‘Crème Tangerine 
and Montelimar, a ginger sling with a pineapple heart, a coffee 
dessert, yes you know it’s good news.’’ Although the song does 
go on to offer a warning should we over-indulge in sweets and 
treats: ‘But you’ll have to have them all pulled out, after the 
Savoy truffle’. Some speculate that this song describes Eric 
Clapton’s love of sweets and a warning given by his dentist. 
Could the unusual brass sections and high gain guitar be 
emulating the sound of the dentist’s drill?

HEAVY BOVRIL
1 DESILUTION FRUIT
Allan Low Moss

Biro on Paper

2 STILL LIFE
John Dumfries

Pastel on Paper

3 CABBAGE
Tim Barlinnie

Acrylic on Paper

4 HEAVY BOVRIL
Michael Low Moss

Acrylic on Canvas

Commentary on  
third world starvation

1 42

LAST MEAL  
HAIKU

Oh big fat pizza!
Sittin’ alone in your box.

It’s time to eat ya!
Steve Barlinnie

FOODTHE  
ART  

OF

The roar all around the jungle signals a Saturday  
afternoon in Paradise. Half time approaches.  

The same time every Saturday since I was a boy,  
my uncle and I would leave the jungle bang on  

half time and go for a pie with a warm Bovril chaser.

Business! When I think of that 
stage of my life as a young boy 

between the ages of 8-12, it brings 
back great memories of kicking 

about, care free. As random as it is, 
Bovril makes me think back to the half 

time at Celtic Park where, if the first half 
had been poor, or even worse, we were 

trailing, the atmosphere would have been 
tense going back to the stand.

Tooled up to the teeth, armed with a pie  
and a Bovril, ready to sit on my uncle’s 
shoulders to watch the mighty Glasgow 
Celtic do their stuff. Easy days! What a 
heavy duty Bovril for thinking that  
much about a cup of Bovril!

Michael Low Moss

FOOD HAIKU
Family dinner;
Roast beef,gravy,
Yorkshire pud
We laugh,
we cry: full.
Stuart Barlinnie

Food is a basic necessity of life and it provides inspiration 
for creative work of every discipline; from music to  
poetry and painting, both historic and modern.

Sourced from imagination,
countryside, childhood.

3

THE LAST DINNER
Michael Low Moss

Acrylic on Paper

WHAT  
I WAS

THINKING

WHAT  
I WAS

THINKING

A written and visual  
art collaboration

EASTER
Keith Barlinnie

Acrylic on Canvas

BREAKFAST,  
LUNCH, SUPPER

Colin Dumfries

Photocopy on Paper

BANGERS & MASH
Gordon Dumfries

Papier Machie

And who can forget the controversial cutlets 
adorned by Lady Gaga at the 2010 MTV Music 
Awards? Endlessly discussed, debated and 
mocked by the media, just like all artistic 
endeavours, viewers came up with their  
own interpretations. Some viewed it as  
a statement on feminism, for others she 
was making a comment on ageing and 
decay while many of us were just left
bemused. Suffice to say that most of  
us had an opinion on the meat-dress. 
And isn’t that art’s chief objective: to
evoke a reaction of some kind in us?

Food is a theme we can all  
relate to. From the extravagant
excesses of the rich to the 
measly morsels of the poor,  
we are all united in our need to 
eat. And no matter how often
we dine out on food art, just 
like Oliver Twist, we always
end up wanting ‘more.’….

Garry and Austin 
Barlinnie
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It’s suggestive of a breakfast table with a toast rack 
full of still warm wholemeal bread waiting to be 
adorned with blackberry jam. The jam plays the 
part of the third, and transformative, line of a haiku. 
The slice of bread, on its own, being the first line. 
The toasting of the bread being the second line  
and a hint of what might be to come, with the 
final magical ingredient jam. This not only 
compliments the previous two steps of the
alchemy process, but it is the very raison  
d’etre for steps one and two. 

Jam is ubiquitous, readily available in every  
country throughout the world. It’s reminiscent  
of a sweetness encountered early in one’s life,  
of a soothing, comforting distraction from life’s 
bitter encounters. It is the taste of escape and  
then refuge. It is a fix for this sugar addict!

Andrew Low Moss

WHAT  
I WAS

THINKING

BIG HOOSE DECAY
A bad canteen
The Bar-l cons
Will know wit I mean
Haribo chew
This aint new
A Twix, a bag of Haribo star mix
ls the double fix
Tracker the Double Decker
Rolo past the Galaxy
It wiz no Sensation
Bad teeth, gum disease,
ls awe you get with awe these
Onto the Topic
Custard Creams, Jaffa Cakes, Digestives
Milky Bar, Dairy Milk,
Coke and Bru
It’s gone in two
A humbug so Chewit
A Mars a day helps you work
Rest and a mouth full of decay
A tried to eat healthy
Ended up wi a packet of Sensations
And Golden Wonder
That’s the blunder
Jim Barlinnie

CHIPS
In Barlinnie they used to bring food
to your cell. Two trays with lids.
One meal was chips, the other potatoes.
I had a cellmate who was really hard work 
and I needed a bonus for putting up with 
him, so I would grab the trays and let
him collect the tea. I would either take  
the top tray or let him take it. And every  
day I would get the chips.

Months went by and he was amazed  
at how lucky I was, always getting  
the chips. He never did work out
that I was peeking inside the top  
tray every time he collected the tea.
Anon Shotts

PEOPLE’S PALACE
Deep inside the Glesga Green
Lots of history you’ve never seen
The People’s Palace is a social museum
With works of art: you’ve got to see.

Lots of structures of iron and glass
Made by a sculptor wae lots of class
A place with sculpture, engineering and science
This place only works because of compliance

Rosebury, Welson, Kelloch n Brown
All their works are here to be found
A figurine, painting, pallate and crown
All these things are clearly found
With works of art colourful and long
To visit here you can’t go wrong
Gardens are shaped on Nelson’s Hull
Always great history; never dull

Built for a fee of thirty grand
Surrounded by lots of beautiful land
It was used as a battle for the single vote
‘Away with poverty,’
Was the people’s quote.

To visit the place for knowledge and fun
Take your family if you never have done
People’s Palace is a place to see
I’ve been there, take it from me.

Joe Barlinnie

STIRS
Why would anyone in their

right mind want to be a stir
what is a stirs

where did it come from
can it not go back

where it came from.
So why use a word

like stir or stirs.
What do stirs really mean

what is the true answer
or is there an answer

or where did the answer come from.
or why was there an answer.

Patrick Glenochil

SUGAR COATED 
Do you remember Space Dust
That crackled on your tongue
Or gobstopper chomping
That left a jaw unsprung
What about bubble gum
Stuck across your face
And furiously munching
Strawberry shoelace
Mind shovelling 99’s
With crumbly chocolate flakes
A 10p mix up
And chewy jelly snakes
It wasn’t always fun
Much I’d like to skip
But I can still remember
The taste of sherbet dip

Gareth Shotts

EMERGING  
ARTISTS

WHAT  
I WAS

THINKING
CHOC CHIP MUFFIN

Adele Cornton Vale

Pencil and ink on paper

There’s something pure magic about the whole shebang of making jam.  
It conjures up images of rows and rows of assorted flavoured jam jars  
with hand-written labels stacked neatly on the floor of the understairs  
cupboard and larder shelves.

TO A BOTTLE A BRU
Big, freezin, glass bottle a bru,
O, what a huge drink a your juice a need,
You’ll tak the druth away.
That wee fizzy swally,
That you gis when a doon the lot,
Leaves me wie a pair a wallies!

Jamie Low Moss

TO TABLET
O, tablet, you lovely wee sweet bar,
The smell when being made wraps around my heart.
My teeth ache in anticipation
Of the burst of sheer satisfaction.
Ah dinnae care if ma teeth rot in ma mooth,
Ah love ye that much, that’s the trooth!

Cliford Low Moss

TO A DOUGHNUT
Ma wee, jammie, circle a love.
O, wit a sugary, ring-shaped treat,
A need yer comfort in ma tummy,
O, you are so sweet, so scrummy.
I wid be sad to see ye go,
Cause ye know I love yer dough!

Stephen Low Moss

1 A FIELD
Mohammed Dumfries

Watercolour

2 FRUIT & DRINK
Hugh Glenochil

Pastel

3 DRINK MORE WATER
Willie Dumfries

Pencil on Paper

4 PUMPKIN & 
POMEGRANATE
Ron Glenochil

Watercolour

MEAL HAIKU
Life’s food is bitter
Or sweet according to taste.
No parting regrets.

Steve Barlinnie

1 2 3

4

This painting depicts a cell window and plays on a double 
meaning of bars, which could be interpreted in many ways, 
like chocolate bars, prison bars or currency  
(we don’t have real money inside).

PRISON BARS
Nathan Dumfries

Acrilic on paper

Tried to reflect the  
softness of the spoonge

by using a lot of  
warmth in the tone

PRISON JAM
Dean Shotts

Composition
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They have a good website, ettyplay.org. Their mission is  
to use the diary and spirit of Etty Hillesum to promote  
social justice and challenge prejudice by examining the 
consequences of genocide.

Etty Hillesum was a Jewish woman living in Amsterdam during 
the Nazi occupation. She kept a diary, which was later turned 
into the book An Interrupted Life. It is a very powerful story  
and has inspired plays, which are performed all over the world. 
Two of Etty’s letters became part of the Dutch resistance 
literature. They used them to get the story of the holocaust  
out to the world.

The spine of the play is shaped around Etty’s shame at being 
part of the Jewish council, which was a group set up by the 
Nazi’s. The council was first used to organize rations and  
health care for the Jews. Etty felt a lot of shame because  
she realised that any organisation created by the Nazis 
wouldn’t come to any good.

I have read a few books about the holocaust; one, which comes  
to my mind, is Anne Frank’s Diary. I had expected the play  
to be similar.

However, being a single person production and the fact that  
the play was enacted just a few feet away from where we were  
sitting in the audience made it a different experience altogether.  
I was mesmerised by the acting and felt almost pulled into  
the performance.

It was realistic and a lot of emotions surfaced in me.  
I felt that I could actually feel the pain and conflict in Etty’s life.
The scene in which she performs an abortion on herself was so 
painful that I could hardly keep eye contact with Etty.

I could see how there must have been an issue with her joining  
the Council and how sometimes we too have to make difficult 
choices  in the impossible situations that we face in our lives.

She mentions it being similar to the experience of a person who has 
been in a shipwreck and who is clinging onto a plank of wood for 
their survival and who pushes off any other person trying to clamber 
on to that plank of wood. It is a fight for survival, where you are 
constantly aware that you are condemning others to their death.

I could not imagine what would have been going through  
my mind especially when she realises that no matter what she  
does (including sacrificing the lives of the people around her)  
she still cannot save her family from certain death in the 
concentration camp.

Etty was a thought provoking experience for me and  
I thoroughly enjoyed the both realistic and surreal 
performance, which was perhaps difficult to perform  
in a not ideal location and situation.

I am looking forward now to read more about  
Etty’s life and I hope to read her book soon.

Anon Shotts

Susan does not judge her.  She said that Etty actually  
felt liberated from her shame when she was sacked  
off the council and sent to Auschwitz.  

Etty practised Buddhism and some of the teachings appear in 
her book as she philosophises about life and her experiences.  
She self-aborts a pregnancy and said that she was doing  
the child a favour by not bringing it into such a cruel world.   
The play makes you uncomfortable, as it includes this  
agonising episode among others.

When Etty gets to the camp she becomes her true self.   
‘The world keeps closing doors on her and she keeps  
opening them. They can’t get into her head. ‘She feels the 
problems in the world are the problems in her heart.  
She fights to get rid of the hatred in herself.’

Etty said, “Nazi barbarism evokes the same barbarism within 
ourselves, one that would involve the same methods if we  
could do what we want, here and now.” “We have to root  
out the barbarism in us, root out the hatred in us.”  
That message from Etty has helped Susan a lot as  
she tries to get rid of her own hatred.

Doing a one-person play is really hard. The thing Susan likes 
about acting is being with other people. She feels that Etty’s 
message is worth the sacrifice. ‘If Etty has thirty minutes to get 
on the train to Auschwitz, she uses the time to think what she 
wants. The thirty minutes are hers.’

Susan suffers with anxiety and has a fear of travel, however, 
Etty’s philosophy has helped Susan get over the fear and to 
travel extensively. She said that it’s funny the way the play 
changes you.

There is going to be a movie version of Etty. Susan hopes  
that the story is done justice by Hollywood, and the true 
message is not lost.

There is no getting away from the fact that Etty Hillesum  
was a very special person. We should never forget the 
holocaust and must always challenge prejudice.

Jok HMP Shotts

SUSAN  
STEIN
Susan Stein is an actor from New York, who also taught 
at a prestigious school for several years and ran a literary 
magazine. Her family were poor labourer Jews from 
Poland who spoke Yiddish. Susan had a greater drive 
than her parents and she ran away at a young age,  
before making a success of her life. She said that  
packing to go was a powerful experience, as she  
knew instinctively that she would never return.
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MY LIFE ON A LIST
Number of times I’ve dreamt of a brighter future 
where I could come and go as I please: too many  
and counting. Number of cigarettes smoked: millions. 
Number of broken relationships: numerous.  
Lost socks: hundreds. Total houses lived in:  
lost count. Number of drugs taken: incomprehensible.  
Phones lost: every one I’ve ever owned. Number of 
brothers: one; sisters: one. Pets of my own: one.  
Pets belonging to partner: one.

Number of countries I’ve visited: 15. Number of the 
prison cell I currently live in: 8. Number of books read: 
1825. Number of pairs of shoes in prison: two. Holidays 
to Mallorca: three ( I had a ball!). Number of times  
I’ve lost something: 91,235. Number of letters received 
since being in prison: 18. Number of times I’ve been 
late: 508. Number of cups of tea: 40. Number of times 
I’ve smiled: 5000. Number of times I’ve loved: one. 
Number of times I’ve back-chatted: 100. Total number 
of visits to Ibrox to see Rangers: two.

Houses lived in: nine. Bottles smashed: thousands. 
Number of times I forgot what I was going to say: 
903. Number of times in a police cell: thousands and 
hopefully no more. Cups of tea per day: three, four 
maybe? Broken bones: six. Grey hairs: none yet. 
Number of times I wished I could turn back time: 223. 
Number of times I’ve been in care: two. Number of 
boyfriends: 13. Number of times I’ve had my heart 
broken: 1,000,000. Number of times I’ve moved 
house: 11. Tattoos: two. Teeth pulled: two. Number of 
times I’ve woken up having a nightmare: 20.

Number of times laughed at friends in a day: 
countless. Number of visits from children: how could it 
ever be enough? Number of times wished I could turn 
back time: too many.

Liz, Karen and Maxine Cornton Vale
Audio recording written and spoken for  
International Women’s Day

IT’LL NEVER LAST
People will doubt you

because of your past
they don’t know what

you went through
when you say you’ve changed

they say: It’ll never last.

Don’t let them take you down
follow your heart

and remember
never to wear a frown. 

Proving them all wrong
will be the best part.

Michelle Cornton Vale

Caught in a web of lies
in a shadow disguise 
stuck in this game
I hear my son’s cries 
echoing in the web

I was dragged up
a vicious Reb
Like the spider
that catches the flies 
I should ov been wise

I got caught up 2 young 
I was 2 dumb
I should ov chose life 
but I chose the strife
I picked up the knife

I used 2b as sharp as it 
now I’m in prison
chasing a lost habit
even though I blaze up
this kinda got me thinking

my attitude is stinking 
caught in a web ov lies
it was begging 2b first 
nature 
taking first prize.
Will I rise or will I fall?

I’m only human after all—
I’ll choose truth and stand 
tall.

Alisha Cornton Vale

I REMEMBER ALSO
I remember my daddy
he is at peace, he is at rest
I remember my daddy he is the best
I remember my daddy, he was our mum

I remember my daddy 
both parents to three daughters and a son
I remember my daddy
four kids he dutifully raised

I remember my daddy
by parenthood he was not fazed.
I remember my daddy he worked long and hard
I remember my daddy

Tired and ill, still singing our favourite song
I remember my daddy
by the magical Christmas tree lights
I remember my daddy

he kept smiling throughout our stupid fights
I remember my daddy
I only needed you
I remember my daddy then realised you were two

I remember my daddy I remember my daddy
the greatest man on earth I remember my daddy
his love gave me great wealth.

Michelle Cornton Vale

It’s exactly 100 years since suffragette, Emily Davidson threw herself in front of  
a horse and died in the name of furthering women’s rights. Whilst that particular 

battle was eventually won, other wars are still being waged by women around the 
world, for example, for equal pay and positions and in some countries, freedom from 

religious or cultural oppression.

INTERNATIONAL
WOMENS DAY

Idea from the light and dark inside folds of a silk scarf. 
Studying the folds relaxes me.

WHAT  
I WAS

THINKING
TRIPTICH
Sarah Cornton Vale

Charcoal on Paper

We interviewed Susan Stein, who along with the director Austin Pendelton, 
has created a powerful version of the Etty play.

VISITS SHOTTS ON HER TOUR  
OF UK PRISONS

‘I felt that I could actually feel the pain and conflict in Etty’s life’
A REVIEW OF ETTY: THE PLAY

The women of HMP YOI Cornton Vale celebrated 
International Women’s Day on Friday 8th March 2013  
by embarking upon an exploration of women’s social 
and political journeys over the past 100 years.

Anita Govan, Stirling Makar and Reader in Residence 
together with Wendy Miller, Motherwell College 
Lecturer organised creative writing workshops for 
prisoners which resulted in poetry, short stories,  
song writing and audio work.

The Glasgow Women’s Library also contributed to the 
event, running rosette making workshops and bringing in 
materials from the archives to illustrate the history of the 
suffragette movement. This included the opportunity for 
the women to view and handle authentic objects from 
the period. The event celebrated the work of the Cornton 
Vale women which included visual art, writing and 
suffragette cookies decorated with the suffragette 
rosettes. The event  provided an insight into the history 
of the struggle for equal rights, for women, who today, 
take their rights for granted.

CUSHIONS
Shotts Cornton Vale

Painting on Silk

CAUGHT
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BOOK REVIEW

BOOK REVIEW

THE BOOK THIEF
BY MARKUS ZUSAK
The Book Thief was written by Australian author, Markus Zusak 
and published in 2007. The story takes place during the Second 
World War, predominantly in the small town of Molching,  
near Munich, although it makes infrequent trips to other 
German cities.

After the loss of her family, the teenage Liesel builds a new life 
with her adoptive parents; Hans and Rosa. Living under the 
dark clouds of Nazi Germany, she will have many adventures, 
make new friends such as the ever loyal Rudy; the hidden Jew 
called Max and develop a love for books.

It’s a story of despair, love, hunger, fear, racism, life and death.
This story is told by Death, who has his own opinion.
The descriptive language used in this book is unlike anything  
I have ever read before. The sky is not described in the same 
tired, battered, old clichés we are all used to. In this book it 
becomes a sky with clouds described as like ‘rope’ or even 
described as a ‘breakfast sky’ which sounds crazy but makes 
perfect sense, when Zusak writes it. Statements such as, ‘Her 
whole death was now before her,’ are a wonderfully novel slant 
on a well known expression. ‘Death’ is a cynical narrator (could 
we expect anything else?), his turns of phrase are lip curlers; 
none better than, ‘Like most misery, it started with apparent 
happiness’. All the more enjoyable as it’s, at least partly, true!

The subject of WW2 has long interested me, both from a 
military, historical and geographical point of view and also  
with the grim fascination of the lengths that human beings  
can both descend and ascend to. The topic of the holocaust  
has been widely written on but this author manages to both  
tell a story and convey the events, without losing any of the 
potency. It’s somehow touching and terrible at the same  
time. I enjoy reading this type of book, even though it  
makes me sad. Perhaps it’s a constructive way to feel  
sadness and we should all use this cathartic method.

In my opinion, the ‘holocaust’ should be a mandatory 
subject in the school curriculum. Certainly across 
Europe and probably further afield. It’s a weighty 
subject and this book would offer a balance 
between education and enjoyment. An ideal 
combination to spark the will to learn more  
about the full topic.
‘Lest we forget’, as they say.

Gareth Shotts   

Typically, children of Irish travellers grow up  
outside of mainstream education. In travelling 
communities couples are encouraged to marry 
young and produce offspring in abundance.  
Irish travellers still have one of the highest birth 
rates of any community in Europe. Sadly death  
rates are also high due an alarming rate of accidents 
and general health problems. Despite all of this, 
travelling communities champion values such as 
family loyalty and the importance of  a strong 
cohesive community. But what’s it really like  
to live in a travelling community? 

This is Shannon’s story…

People call them ‘gypsies’ don’t they? I always used  
to defend them when people called them down.
Just before my tenth birthday I was messing around in my
dad’s computer room. I went into the top drawer and found
some pictures and some paperwork. It was my sister Gillian’s
adoption documents including her birth mother’s signature,
consenting to her adoption. I don’t know; it just set alarm  
bells ringing in my head. So I asked my ‘’DAD’’ about it and
demanded answers! The more I thought about it I realised  
I wasn’t really one of them.

I got ‘’MUM’’ to contact my social worker so I could tell her  
I knew I was adopted and that I wanted to meet my birth
mother. I didn’t want to upset my adopted mum. Because I
knew she had done the best she could with me. I was only ten.
It was hard to take in that the people I loved and had strong
attachments to, were not my real family at all. It was a bit of  
a shock when I first went to meet the family.
More like the tribe!

I was really nervous about meeting my mum for the first time.
Had I seen her before? Did she love me? I went to meet her  
at 2.15pm in the Barnardos Contact Centre. I was really scared 
but when I got there I was overwhelmed.

When I saw her I recognised her straight away. I burst into tears
and ran to her. I didn’t want to let her go. She had photos of  
me and her and my real brother and sister. It was my fourth
birthday and we were on a bouncy castle. The memory of that
day just came flooding back. It hurt me a lot. But I knew that,
knowing the truth would help me get on better in life.  
And that’s all I wanted for myself…

There was a girl called Caitlin at my school. We always got on
really good. She was the class below me. I had always fought
her battles and felt the need to protect her. And people used  
to say we looked dead alike. Then we found out we were 
actually sisters. It was like we were literally joined at the hip… 
It made us even closer.

After a while I moved onto the travellers’ site with my birth
family. The site is in Muirhead in Falkirk although my family
comes from Dublin originally and some of them from Wicklaw
in Ireland. They’re well known in Falkirk for violence and not 
many folk like them!

Moving onto the site was weird. Really weird. A lot of people 
lived there! A couple of hundred folk live there. And every one 
of them is something to do with me. They might be my aunt, 
uncle, cousin, niece, nephew, brother or sister. Everyone  
made a fuss over me and I loved getting to know every  
one of them. I’d never had so much attention before and  
I loved the fact that we literally were one BIG family.
But I hated the fact that historically, cousins were  
married – to cousins.

I didn’t think it was right at all. Family should only love  
in one way. Well that’s what I thought until I met Peter,  
he was my mum’s second cousin. I liked him. A lot!

I grew to love him and we got engaged. I’m twenty  
now and he’s the father of my kids. He’s a good guy  
but he does have a bit of a temper.

Eventually I moved out of the site. I didn’t want to go  
but I wanted my own ‘family.’ I only live 15 minutes’  
away and still get to see mum and dad every day.
I was glad to get away from some things especially
granny’s ankle-biting chiuauas. I was terrified of 
the little pests, the smallest one was the most 
vicious. One day I was running along the side  
of the river and it decided to go for my ankles.  
I ended up in the water, just to get away  
from it!

Cute but vicious, just like my granny!  
She was a legend, always bringing me 
sweets in the morning when she went  
to get her papers. She was really old. 
Well, she looked older than she was. 
Always dripping with gold. And she 
loved buying us gold. I miss my
brother too. He’s funny. He always 
used to take me a run in his van. 
He would say stuff in Cant;  
that’s the language. I learned it.
I hate speaking it though.  
I love a normal life! I love my 
mad family as well so who 
knows? I might return to 
the site when I get
released from jail.  
We’ll just have to  
wait and see.

Shannon  
Cornton Vale

SHANNON’S  
MONOLOGUE
Many of us are quick to judge the Irish travelling community…  
When you consider some of the common criticisms of travelling  
communities it can be difficult to look beyond the stereotypes.

HAPPY DAYS
No fixed abode, it says on my sheet

I ain’t got a house on any street
Lost everything the last time I was out

So if you hear of anything, gonna give us a shout
Left all my clothes, belongings, the lot

Happy days in that house, no they were not!
Sometimes I felt I was losing the plot

So I left it behind and there it can rot
Fresh start, this time new year, new day

Got nothing left to lose anyway
When I walk out those gates, it’s a brand new beginning

Just make sure this time that I’m the one winning
Don’t dwell on things, most people say

Keep your chin up, even on your worst day
At the end of all this, I’ll find my way

And when happiness calls, that’s where I’ll stay

Nicola Greenock

LANDSCAPE
Jim Low Moss

Oil on Canvas

OUTSIDE IN AT THE  
CONVERSATION CAFE
Flowers in the vases
Biscuits on the tables
People from outside, families of victims
Waitress service
Questions to ponder on each table
Changing places like speed dating
Table cloths and proper cups
Asking about us, listening to us
Our embarrassment; 
hiding our shame
telling stories but listening
to theirs
Good discussion
Probing questions 
and making us think

Anon Greenock

CRADLE TO  
THE GRAVE
I put my life to the test
to my last breath all I do is try

why is it the best die?

aw I want to do is cry
but I can’t say bye

ever since I was a baby

this life has been crazy 
deaths is all I have
God, have I been bad

why do u drive me mad?
it’s pretty sad

you just keep taking

and say you’re giving,
well, what happened to my living?

it’s now like hell in heaven

from my family alone
you have taken seven

when I was six you took my mum

Alesha Cornton Vale

TO MY GRAN
All ur children have gone and ur
Still so strong it’s your faith that
Keeps you gawn answer me that
And I did u wrong and I’m sorry
For that I wish I could take awl
The wrong I did back
Yer life has been a bloodbath but
You still have the will to laugh
No woman should bury a child
Let alone seven awl w8 in heaven
Where do u find the strength
Just to wake
In the morning? Is it your star,
An angel sent from beyond for
Cooking and cleaning awl day long
Having a laugh with a joke
A dance or even a song.
Pleases tell me why r u so strong, 
Lived so long?

Alesha Cornton Vale

RACISM DISEASE
A fight against racism

Deep in our society
Communities suffering

Just a different identity
Religious beliefs and social values

Racism is a disease eating away our nation
Ethnic cultures suffer verbal abuse, insults.

Ignorant attitudes causing distress
Ingrained in our society

Don’t disgrace our nation
As we’re equal and on the same side

Challenge race crimes
Shocking hatred and prejudice

Show society we’re united
You cannot hide

 We’re a nation who’ll fight
Against discrimination

The racism disease
Make society a better place.

John Barlinnie

FOUR HAIKUS ON THE SEASONS
WINTER 
A flurry of wind
Blows snow against the oak tree,
With winter’s icy kiss.

David Glenochil

SPRING
New dawn, full of joy,
As the world reawakens
From its long slumber.

AUTUMN
Crashing waves tear down
Upon a shingle beach-head,
As leaves fall gently.

SUMMER
Sudden thunder-storm.
Blinding flash of lightning in
The deep black of night.

EILEAN DONAN CASTLE
Lee Low Moss

Graphite on Paper

CHICKENS
John Dumfries

Watercolour on Paper

THE MAGICIAN 

The Magician is a fantasy novel of epic proportions! It puts
Raymond Feist among the elite with the likes of Tolkien as he
stretches your imagination to limits that I had never before
experienced. I followed the two main characters Pug and Thomas
from adolescence to adulthood as they reached heights neither of
them would ever have thought possible let alone ever hoped for.
Pug and Thomas are two best friends who live in a small dutchy on
the coast of Midkemia, away from all the hustle and bustle of the
city where these two boys might never have crossed paths let
alone become best friends. Thomas is a tall strapping young lad
being trained for a career in the army. Pug is a thin waif of a boy
apprenticed to the local minor wizard for lack of anything else
available to him rather than any talent he had shown. Little do
either of them know how fitting these apprenticeships are going  
to turn out to be!

As I followed these two boys on their amazing journey of magic,
intrigue, war and sorcery, I found myself immersed in this mystical
world that Feist has created. It is a page turner the likes of which  
I have never encountered before! Its fast moving as each character
goes on their own incredible journey that sees them intertwined
with each other and comes together in a magnificent conclusion
that had me transfixed from beginning to end!

My favourite part of the book is the ending. Just when I thought
Feist had taken the adventure as far as he could with the mixture
of magic, romance and violence he takes us on another ride with  
a twist that is bound to have something for everyone (but I don’t
want to spoil it by telling you about it and give the game away)!
I would strongly recommend this book to everyone, even if fantasy
is not your usual page turner. It completely changed my opinion  
on this type of genre and has changed my reading habits for
evermore, having me checking in the fantasy sections for a novel
that could come close to the epic scope and imagination of this
saga, while waiting for Feist to continue this masterpiece that
begins with this book, The Magician.

Gordon Greenock

CHEESE PRESS
You pick me up you turn me around

Your fingers carressing my grain
Your expert eye examines me for flaws

In anticipation and nervous glee
I wonder what you shall carve of me.

Shall i welcome visitors as i adorn your wall
Your name carved out for all to see

Or could I be a vessel sat below a teat
To gather dairy produce for all the family to eat

Tap tap tap your mallet sounds
Your chisel channels new grooves

You stop you blow unwanted dust away from me
Your expert hands have carved me new features

A horse a cart an assortment of farm yard creatures

Your job now done mine has begun
A stamp you have made of me

Used now for recognition
Im placed upon and pressed

Leaving my own particular mark
Convince customers that i am best

Times move on where have you gone
Im left here on my own a relic of bygone era

A new role now is required of me
Placed within a glass case

Now a curiosity for all to see.

Linsey Low Moss
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MAGI  
GIBSON

VISITS 
GREENOCK THEATRE 

NEMOTheatre Nemo are a Glasgow-based charity  
using the creative arts as a means of expression  
and communication to help people with mental 
health issues to understand and respond to the  

world around them.

Located in Glasgow’s 
Bridgegate, Theatre Nemo 

staff work with hospitals and 
in the community and have  

an historic well-established 
partnership with Scottish prisons, 

particularly within HMP Barlinnie. 
 A diverse range of community 

workshops are run by Theatre Nemo 
which prisoners can access upon their 

release. Their workshops cater for all 
abilities from novice to expert and you 

can choose from music, drama, drumming 
or animation. Or why not try them all!

CHOIR Monday afternoons, 2-4pm

The popular choir sessions will focus on developing vocal 
techniques and skills. The choir will spend time learning songs 
from a variety of musical genres and styles, from traditional folk 
songs to show classics and familiar pop songs.

GUITAR Tuesday afternoons, 2-4pm

From beginners, intermediate to advanced level all are
welcome to join this workshop. The group will learn songs from 
the repertoire to performance level, as well  a variety of new
songs on classic guitar.

ANIMATION Thursday afternoons, 2-4pm

This workshop gives participants the chance to really  
enjoy themselves whilst gaining skills and experience.
Working from scratch, the group contribute ideas, design  
and make the models, construct the set, develop a storyboard 
and plan the production process. Make friends and create  
some fantastic animation!

DRAMA Sunday afternoons, 2.30-5pm

The community drama group is for all abilities and levels;  
it’s the participation that is important and of course the 
willingness ‘to give it a go.’ The group starts with fun  
warm-up games working on confidence-building, coordination, 
focus and concentration. Often the group works towards  
a final performance.

Our community group is exactly that, a warm and welcoming 
community. All workshops celebrate the social aspect as well  
as learning through creativity.

For more info contact Theatre Nemo on 0141 559 4941

Hugh McCue Theatre Nemo

SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS

Over the last couple of months Evolve Art has been running 
on a shoestring and I have been using limited materials 
while waiting on the outcome of our funding application . EVOLVE 

ART   
UPDATE

I am very pleased to say we got a generous pot 
from Creative Scotland, which will allow us to  
buy the materials we need to run a brilliant class. 
I am looking forward to handing in my first order 
sheet! We won’t be going overboard, just buying  
in all we need for classes. 

The Class itself is beginning to fill up and is running 
smoothly, we have others showing interest in 
attending upon release, and we welcome them all. 
We will also be looking to increase the times 
of classes, and we will keep you posted on this 
development . 

We have been asked to contribute some work  
to STIR magazine which we will happily do  
for future issues.

This update is pretty short just to let everyone  
know that we are off and running. 

Anyone interested can contact Maryhill Hub  
on 0141 945 3855, leave details with them  
and I will contact you.

William Sinclair Evolve Art

She has written books, short stories and 
poetry. Some of the poems we read 
and enjoyed were: Wild Women of a 
Certain Age, Advice to a Younger Sister 
and Bat Song. 

We had been doing some work before 
her visit, looking at her poems and 
discussing them as a group. It was 
really interesting because we all had a 
different take on what they meant and 

what they were all about. She read out 
some of her favourite poems and it was 
great being able to ask Magi in person 
what she was thinking about when she 
wrote them.

She also told us about her life, her  
work and her inspirations. Some of her 
stories were really funny and put us all 
at ease straight away. It was a really 
relaxing morning.

Magi did a workshop with us to 
encourage us to put pen to paper. 
Some of the girls weren’t very confident 
but she gave us lots of hints and tips. 
She also gave us a first line to kick us 
off. We hope you enjoy reading them  
in this edition of Stir!

Lorraine & Anjay Greenock

THE ONE THAT LOVED
The one that loved you so
But then you let me go

I loved you from the start
Thinking you would one day break my heart

One day you did let me go
In a letter you told me so

Guess what? It didn’t get me down
My face wears a smile, not a frown

From here I will carry on
My heart will stay strong

Although I will never forget you
My life must go on

Although I am going through this pain
I hope the best in life is what you’ll gain. 

Anjay Greenock

REMEMBER ME 

Remember me, remember me?
I was the girl that
could not see, the hopes and dreams
set out in front of me

Although I’ve searched and tried to find
The path that’s there is to unwind
I’m at that stage in my life 
To begin my journey, a fresh start

The worst behind?

Natalie Greenock

INSIDE MY HEAD
You deserve a lot better, so I’ve been told
If you don’t change your ways, you’re gonna grow old
Look back, have a think, what you could have been
Stop looking from the outside, why don’t you come in?

The ones telling me this haven’t seen what I’ve seen
The people lecturing me haven’t been where I’ve been
Step into my shoes or jump inside my head
Maybe you would stop shouting and take my hand instead

Don’t tell me you know me deep down inside
Don’t tell me you cared when no one was there
One thing’s for sure I’ll take care of myself
Now look in the mirror, do you recognise yourself.

Nicola Greenock

DAE YE MIND ME?
When a wis wee

The wee lassie wae the durty knees,
The wan they could niver git in a dress

The girl who beat aw the boys up the trees
The wean whose ma ayeways says “Oh whit a mess!”

A wis the lassie who they told tae grow up
The wan they said wid grow oot o’ it

They said if ye act like a boy y’el end up corrupt
But a thought a knew best n’ that

Their aw full o’ shit

A wis the lassie in the tracky an’ the cap
The wan they said could keep up wae the guys

They say if yer a burd the boys take the wrap
But if they think yer wan o’ the boys

They’re no really tellin’ ye lies

A wis the lassie who hud tae get caught
The wan the boys said brought it on top

They said “Ur a burd ye’l git away wae the lot”
But when yer caught bang tae rights

There’s nae escaping the cop shop

A wis the lassie who lost freedom tae gain independence
The wan who took a stretch ‘n’ fun oot she wis a wuman efter aw

They say tae the boys “Ye need tae man up, ye know it makes sense!”
But when yer a lassie

Ye fun oot you’re the wans who really huv the baws

So here is the lassie who still fights wae the guys
The wan who’s fightin’ tae let yies know that we’re right on par wae yies

They say “They’re only wummen, they’ll take second prize”
But if yer a lassie like me

You’ll no be huvin’ any guy steppin’ oan yer taes

Cos a’m the lassie who’d say “Excuse me mister!”
A’m the wan who’d ask ye “Wid yae like a game a poker?” Wae ma crafty poker face

They’d say “She’s nae chance, jist a burd nae older than yer sister”
But when ma eyes huv fluttered, ma hons kept steady, yer jaws aw drapped

This lassie smiled n’ cleaned up the place

Dae yae mind me now?

Lorraine Greenock

In December, the writer Magi Gibson came in to visit us and  
talk about her work.

Every issue we will feature a Scottish arts organisation working with ex-offenders in the community.  
If you’ve had experience of a community arts organisation, let us know.  

PAST LIFE
Gordon Greenock

Pencil on Paper

BIRD
Robert Greenock

Pencil on Paper

ITALIAN TOWN
Leonardo Greenock

Pencil on Paper



CONTACT

WENDY MILLER 
HMP Barlinnie

LORNA CALLERY 
HMP YOI  
Cornton Vale

JOHN OATES 
HMP Dumfries 

RACHEL CLIVE
HMP Glenochil

JACCI STOYLE 
HMP Greenock

ANNA MACKENZIE 
HMP Low Moss

INIGO GARRIDO
HMP Shotts 

Hand in your work to your Motherwell College Learning Centre through the following contacts

The Board of Management of Motherwell College:  
Registered Charity Number SC021206

We can’t feature every piece of artwork we recieve but here’s a selection of what we got for this issue.

LANGOUSTINE
Ron Glenochil

Watercolour

THIS ISSUE’S 
WINNING COVER

CREATE A

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS ISSUE FIVE
Issue Five will focus on urban art as the main theme. We will be

looking for any writing or artwork inspired by urban art and
graffiti. Now is your chance to tell us your experiences or views on

this type of art. Are you a fan, or do you think it’s simply vandalism?
Also, keep an eye out for the cover of Issue Five. There will be an

exciting project for the next cover and everyone will have the chance
to showcase their talent and be represented. So keep checking in with

your local learning centre if you wish to take part.

As ever we want you to send us visual art, short stories (max 1500 words),  
poetry and life writing.

£20 each will be awarded to the creator of the best picture and the best written work.
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